Vacancy

Senior Windows App Developer
location: Amsterdam / Arnhem (The Netherlands)
We are looking to fill a number of roles within our ConsentID development teams at various levels. Are
you the Windows App Software Senior Developer who is going to make our applications even stronger?
We’re going to revolutionise end-to-end identity solutions from Amsterdam / Arnhem (The
Netherlands). Are you passionate about programming in C#, WPF or Windows Universal Development?
Do you like to design and implement Windows Desktop apps and Windows Universal? Do you like to
participate in user interface design? We will have a challenge for you!

Your challenge as Senior Windows App Developer
We are looking to fill a number of roles within our mobile app development teams at various levels. As
our Software Developer, your primary target will be Windows Desktops and Windows Universal. You’ll
be developing and implementing our existing Windows Apps as well as new Apps and collaborating
with cross-functional teams to define, design and ship new features. You will participate in and drive
user interface design. You will implement security updates and bug fixes on the existing apps and
maintain the existing ones. You provide support during analysis of complicated customer issues and/or
new customer requirements. Help us to bring authentication and digital document signing to its next
level.
Our solutions
You will be part of an experienced cross-functional team developing with and learning from some of
the best developers in the industry. We’re driving the next phase of the Internet now with all the
‘things’ that are connected. More and more business is done using services offered by ‘connected
devices’. AET is at the forefront of this movement, with end-to-end solutions that provide secure
access, authentication and identification. Are you passionate and motivated to join our team of
experienced developers? You can read more on AET Europe and the projects on our website.

Can you help us pull it all together?
We use C#, WPF and Windows Universal Development as our main language for creating desktop
applications. While being powerful and flexible, it allows us to control the applications at the deepest
level possible. We’re looking for talented senior developers to further improve and enhance our
security solutions. Do you have the following profile?









Has a Bachelor or Master degree in IT,
Has at least 5+ years of programming experience,
Has an excellence knowledge of C#, WPF, desktop development and Windows Universal
Development,
Has at least 2+ years of experience in either desktop App development or Windows Universal
development / Windows Store development
You can communicate (fluently) in English,
You can work alone and within a team
You are located around Amsterdam or Arnhem/Nijmegen (or willing to relocate).
A love of playing darts is optional but encouraged.

Vacancy
Having experience with cross-platform App development isn’t required but would be a nice-to-have.
The same applies on Qt and/or Xamarin, experience with REST API’s, Wix, Signal-R, user interface
and/or graphical design.
In the context of the integrity and/or reliability of our staff we can conduct a security screening during
the application process. Therefore, we seek only Senior Developers with the European nationality.
Are you up for the challenge?
If your passion is developing great Windows apps, innovating and exploring new technologies and you
enjoy being challenged and enjoy learning we’d love to hear from you! If you feel that you have the
relevant skills, qualifications and experience please send your resume
to recruitment@aeteurope.com. We are looking forward to getting to know you!

